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Anyone who processes personal data must comply with
a number of rules and laws.

In Switzerland, there are laws at two levels:

• Federal (Constitution, FADP)

• Cantonal (LPrD, etc.)

Legal bases
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Q1: Am I processing personal data?

Q3: Who am I (legal status)?

Two useful questions
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Processing : Any operation with data, irrespective of
the means applied and the procedure, and in
particular the collection, storage, use, revision,
disclosure, archiving or destruction of data. (Art.
3 lit. a FADP

Anything you do with data = processing

Q1: Am I processing personal data ?
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Very broad notion: everything that can be related to a
specific person is personal data !

The most common: names, addresses, phone numbers,
picture, etc. (direct identifiers)

But also: original ideas, opinions, quotes, etc. (indirect
identifiers)

Personal data
“All information relating to an identified person” (Art. 3 lit. 
a FADP)
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(DON’T) WORRY YOU ARE 
UNIQUE!
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The lists provided by the different laws are exhaustive
(e.g. in Switzerland salary is not considered sensitive
data)
That said, depending on the context, almost all data can
be considered sensitive (name, photo, job, etc.)

Sensitive data

Personal data on: religious, ideological, political or trade-
union related views or activities; health, the intimate
sphere or the racial origin; social security measures;
administrative or criminal proceedings and sanctions
(Art3. lit. c FADP)
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Examples of sensitive data

Contact details

First name:  Sebastián
Last name: Calfuqueo
Gender: trans
Job: trade unionist

Quote

« Today, our developed 
nations live in 
opulence, excess and 
waste, with the 
consequences that our 
environment is 
degrading and the 
climate is wreaked »

Picture
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• It is very difficult to have completely anonymous data.

• To be considered anonymous, all information that
can be linked to an identifiable person must be
permanently destroyed (≠ coding /pseudo).

• It is therefore generally safer to assume that we are
dealing with personal data.

• De-identification is a layer of protection

About anonymisation
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In Switzerland, the “legal status” of the data controller
determines which law applies (federal or cantonal).

Q2: Who am I ?

Private 
person/company

Federal laws apply

Federal body

Federal laws apply

• EPFL, ETH, FORS, etc.

Cantonal body

Cantonal laws apply

• UNIL, UNIGE, UNIBE, 
UNIZH, USI, HES, etc.
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Some important 
questions
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• Public institutions (such as universities, etc.) generally
operate under the principle of legality (≠ lawfulness).

• There must always be a legal basis

• Consent is often the only legal basis available for
processing sensitive data.

• Where sensitive data is involved, consent must be
explicit (oral or written)

• Individuals must be informed of any planned
disclosure of data (categories of recipients).

Do I need to obtain consent to process 
personal data?
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• Any data collection must have a purpose that is
identifiable by (communicated to) individuals

• The purpose determines the time limit for the
retention of personal data (once the purpose is fulfilled
-> destruction)

• If medium- to long-term preservation is envisaged, it
must be consistent with the purpose of the
collection

⚠ Do not set a purpose that is too restrictive
⚠ Do not promise data destruction too soon

Can personal and sensitive data be kept 
indefinitely? 
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Yes, on condition…
• Personal data may only be used for the purpose for
which it was collected.

• Personal data collected for research purposes cannot
be used for other purposes (opposite ≠ true).

• When sharing personal data for research purposes, a
few conditions must be met:
• No disclosure of identifying information in
publications

• Destruction of data once used
• Information of collection

Can personal and sensitive data be shared?
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• Only researchers should access personal / sensitive
data collected for research purposes (more control)

• Reuse in the framework of a research project that
deviates too much from the initial purpose is likely to
be problematic (anticipate that)

• Research projects have to be designed to include data
sharing as one of their objectives.

• Information and consent must provide for archiving /
sharing (in order to avoid systematic information)

• Purpose of the reuse and categories of recipients
must be as clear as possible

Where to go from here ?
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If data is being shared abroad a number of special
provisions apply:

• Personal data may only be transferred to a third country
if the third country in question ensures an adequate
level of protection (the Federal Data Protection and
Information Commissioner maintains a list of countries
offering such guarantees).

• If the country does not offer an adequate level of
protection, contractual measures must be taken or
consent must be obtained

Can personal and sensitive data be shared?

https://www.edoeb.admin.ch/edoeb/fr/home/protection-des-donnees/handel-und-wirtschaft/uebermittlung-ins-ausland.html
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Towards a layered approach
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Thank you!


